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PIONER - FOR AN EASY BOATING LIFE
Pioner makes boat ownership a practical option.

MINIMAL MAINTENANCE
The boats require minimal maintenance, giving you more time to
enjoy easy boating. Should your Pioner become damaged, repairs
are easily arranged.

The popular Pioner range of boats are rotationally moulded in polyethylene and built for
demanding conditions. They will withstand rough treatment, require little maintenance and
last a lifetime. We pride ourselves on our ability to make safe products of premium quality.
We are committed to protecting the environment and our natural surroundings, so Pioner’s
modern boats are recyclable.

BUILDING QUALITY BOATS IN
NORWAY FOR 60 YEARS

A Pioner boat has many advantages:
ROBUST
Pioner boats will withstand rough treatment, are user friendly, require little maintenance
and last a lifetime. These are the qualities that have made Pioner boats so popular among
boaters worldwide. The boats are rotationally moulded in polyethylene – a very robust material – with an added UV stabiliser for longevity. The boats are moulded in one piece and
can withstand stresses such as bumps and knocks, extreme temperatures and prolonged
exposure to sunlight.
QUALITY
We obtain Det Norske Veritas Germanischer Lloyd (DNV-GL) certification for our boats, in
addition to the CE label. DNV-GL monitors our production process and tests and certifies
each of our models to make sure they comply with CE standards. At our company, Cipax,
strict procedures govern the entire production process. Coupled with the expertise of our
staff, this ensures that Pioner boats are of superior quality.

STRONG MATERIAL
Pioner boats are rotationally moulded in polyethylene. The production method and the boat structure make the boats highly robust
and durable. Pioner boats can be hauled up onto beaches and rocks.

We have been designing and building Pioner
boats at our Bjørkelangen factory in Norway
since 1959. Over the years we have sold more
than 350,000 boats to customers worldwide.
Pioner is proud to be one of Europe’s leading
boat brands. Our range currently consists
of 11 models, all of them equally suited to
freshwater and saltwater boating.
In Norway our boats are sold through a
nationwide network of more than 80 dealers,
with over 50 more dealers and importers
across Europe. We are pleased to work with
leading marine engine suppliers such as
Yamaha, Mercury, Honda, Tohatsu, Suzuki
and Evinrude.

LONGEVITY
Pioner boats are made from a plastic material containing UV
stabilisers, which prevent the colour from fading and the material
from degrading over time.
STABILITY
Pioner boats are built for stability and safety. They have a doublehull design that glides through the water and provides excellent
buoyancy, keeping users safe both when stationary and when
on the move.
SAFETY
Det Norske Veritas Germanischer Lloyd (DNV-GL) undertakes independent third-party inspection and certification of Pioner’s boat
models. So Pioner users can enjoy their boating, confident in the
vessel’s safety.
RECYCLABLE
Polyethylene is an environmentally friendly material which is 100%
recyclable. Any materials surplus to boat production are reused
in other products. The production method too is environmentally
sustainable. Pioner is the green choice.
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PIONER MULTI

BUILT FOR TACKLING
CHALLENGES AT SEA
It’s all in the name. The Pioner Multi has such a
clever and versatile design that its applications
range from emergency boat to fishing boat to diving
boat.
Professional seafarers love this model, which offers
a wide selection of optional features and a loading
capacity of 1,122 kg.*
The bow ramp is operated by a rustproof winch for
easy embarking/disembarking and loading/unloading. With its simple but extremely seaworthy design,
the Pioner Multi’s appeal extends far beyond professional boat users.
* D classification. Class C 972 kg.
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Weight

466 Kg (Excluding optional equipment)

Length x width

530 cm x 215 cm. Bow port: 92 cm.

Max occupants

8 / 10 (C/D classification)

Max HK / KW

80 / 60

Shaft length

Long

Optional
equipment

Extra seat box, wide or slim steering console,
console port side, windshield, windshield frame,
ladder railing set, A-frame with lanterns and
a switch panel, back support with cushion,
console cover, fixing bracket for sounder,
Textile Cover for Stern.

Certification

CE category C/D DNV-GL

Max speed

Up to 33 knots

Colour

PIONER MULTI
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“

IN SHORT: BOATING FOR
SMALL-SCALE EXPERIENCES
WITH BIG IDEAS
Jørn Finsrud, journalist, Båtliv

Journalist Jørn Finsrud of Norwegian journal
Båtlivtested aPioner 14 Active fitted with a
25 hpengine for three weeks last summer,
and handed it back with a heavy heart.
“Three weeks with the Pioner 14 had given us
chance to enjoy plenty of experiences with family
and friends. Even my 93-year-old grandmother,
who lives nowhere near the coast,was able to enjoy
a priceless boat trip, becauseI could get the boat
within easy reach of her home.”
Finsrud witnessed the boat’s manufacture
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at Bjørkelangen, seeing how plastic powder is
transformed into a boat ready to go to sea in just
a few hours.
“We headed home to Vestfold with a 14 footer
pretty much hot off the production line on the
trailer. The combined weight of the trailer and
boat is under 750 kg, so the boat can be towed by
anyone with an ordinary driving licence. Could it get
any easier?”
One clear advantage of the Pioner 14 Active is that
it’s an easy boat to transport wherever you like –
something that Finsrud experienced for himself.

He was surprised at just how easy it was to put out
and bring in the boat singlehanded.
“This is a good way of owning a small boat if you
don’t have a mooring place.”
Equipment for different needs
The Pioner 14 Active is a reasonably priced boat
that you can build to your own spec with your
choice of engine and extras.
“The boat we had on loan had cushions, which
the manufacturer assured us were fine to leave
outside. So we took them at their word and left
the cushions attached throughout the test period,

and they were just fine. There was a handy space
for the boat rod and another smaller fishing
rod in a lockable box under the central thwart.
The stowage area beneath the stern bench is
lockable too, and also houses the fuel tank and
master switch. There’s plenty of space!”

With its 25 hp engine, Finsrud thinks
the boat would also be great for
watersports, having tested it for
wakeboarding with great success.

“After a trial run for wakeboarding, we can say
that this little boat with its 25 hp is well up to
the job. And there’s no shortage of fun to be
had, with backflips and extra speed in the bends
to provide that thrill the kids were hoping for!”
True, the boat was only on loan, and Finsrud
missed the Signal Green 14 footer with all
its possibilities as soon as it was returned to
Bjørkelangen. He has previously owned a 26-foot
sailing boat.

“I can safely say that in three week the Pioner
was used more than the sailing boat had been in
three years. And a boat of this size with a trailer
is a good combination,” he concludes.

Quotes taken from Jørn Finsrud’s article in Båtliv.

“It was often laid up and was used much less
than the small boat,” says Finsrud.
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PIONER 17 FLEXI

PIONER VIKING

SPEED, COMFORT AND
VERSATILITY WITH GREAT
DESIGN

A SPORTY JEEP FOR THE COAST
OR A SPACIOUS COUNTRY BOAT

The Pioner 17 Flexi is designed for the active boater.
It is equipped with a centre-mounted console, stainless gunwales and auto self-draining as standard.
This is a robust all-round boat with a bold design and
excellent seagoing characteristics. You can use your
Pioner 17 Flexi for everyday activities, for recreational
boating, or for scuba diving and other watersports.
The Flexi has a large deck with plenty of storage
space.

The Pioner Viking has a simple design and excellent
seagoing characteristics. With its high freeboard,
this is the perfect family boat.
The Viking is a boat with a well-proven hull. The
standard model has three lockable compartments
for luggage, equipment and the fuel tank. The boat
has ample space for six people.
Additional equipment options include A-frame with
lanterns, rust-free railings, cushions, windshield and
windshield frame. The Pioner Viking is an attractive
boat that can achieve good speeds.

Weight

390 Kg

Length x width

520 cm x 215 cm

Max occupants

6

Max HP / KW

75 / 56

Weight

340 Kg

Length x width

450 cm x 190 cm

Max occupants

6

Max HP / KW

40 / 30

Shaft length

Long

Optional
equipment

Windshield, windshield frame, railing set,
back support with cushion, set of cushions, ladder, A-frame, lantern mast.

Shaft length

Long

Optional
equipment

Wind screen frame, backrest, cushion
set, ladder, additional seat/storage box,
A-frame, alt. lighting mast, console cover,
“Flip seats”.

Certification

CE category C DNV-GL

Certification

CE category C DNV-GL

Max speed

Up to 32 knots

Max speed

Up to 27 knots

Colour

Colour
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PIONER 17 FLEXI

PIONER VIKING

PIONER 15
ALLROUND
THE NEW PEOPLE’S BOAT!
The Pioner 15 Allround takes over from one of
Norway’s best-selling leisure boats. Everything that
made its forereunner so successful has been carried
forward into the new boat, and we are proud to
be launching another serviceable, safe and robust
Pioner boat in a new design idiom.
This is a versatile boat, providing a safe and
comfortable on-board experience, whether used for
fishing, family or activity trips, or for transport or
work purposes. This spacious 15 footer has plenty
of room for 6 people and is robust and seaworthy.
High-quality solutions such as the storage area help
to keep things tidy, and the boat can be customised
with various extras and solutions to meet individual
needs and requirements.

Weight

310 Kg

Length x width

450 cm x 180 cm

Max HP / KW

30 / 22,5

Shaft length

Long

Optional
equipment

Console, windshield, windshield frame,
ladder, railings, front and stern, back
support with cushion, set of cushions,,
lantern mast, A-Frame, fixing bracket
for sounder, console cover.

Certification

DNV-GL

Max speed

Up to 22 knots

Colour
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PIONER 15 ALLROUND
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PIONER 14 ACTIVE

COMBINING SAFETY AND
TRADITION WITH MODERN
DESIGN
The Pioner 14 Active is one of our newest models.
It combines classical lines and exceptional ride
comfort with a beautiful finish and modern details.
Rope cleats are built into the hull. A useful storage
space on the port side accommodates long objects
such as boat hooks and fishing rods. On the
starboard side there is a space for smaller items
such as mobile phones and wallets. The boat also
has a battery compartment, space for a fuel tank
under the stern seat and additional storage space
under the middle seat.
The Pioner 14 Active is a spacious 14-foot boat for
four people. A high freeboard keeps you dry and
comfortable even in rough conditions. With good
buoyancy and a high deck level, the boat is selfdraining and well suited to modern four-stroke
engines.
Active boaters can look forward to many years of
pleasure with this boat.
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Weight

220 Kg

Length x width

411 cm x 173 cm

Max occupants

4 (D Classification)

Max HP / KW

25 / 18,7

Shaft length

Long

Optional
equipment

Console, windshield, windshield frame,
ladder, railings, front and stern, back
support with cushion, set of cushions,,
lantern mast, A-Frame, fixing bracket
for sounder, console cover.

Oars

9”/270 cm

Certification

CE category D DNV-GL

Max speed

Up to 24 knots

Colour

PIONER 14 ACTIVE
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PIONER 14 FISHER

Customised boat for the match fisherman
Micke Fransson is one of Sweden’s
top match fishermen. He has built
his own Pioner 17 Fisher with every
single detail carefully thought out
to meet his needs.

PERFECT FOR GOING FISHING
This model is based on the standard P14 Active, our
best-selling boat.
The P14 Fisher has been developed with the help of
Dag Røberg from Team Colibri. This special model
features a large angling deck up front, with hatches
and storage space below, and a mounting plate for a
bow-mounted electric motor. There is also a mount
for a fishfinder.
The boat provides an excellent, very stable platform
for one or two anglers. For spinner fishing, three
people can comfortably fish at the same time
without having to plan when to move around.
Weight

220 Kg

Length x width

411 cm x 173 cm

Max occupants

4 (D Classification)

Max HP / KW

25 / 18,7

Shaft length

Long

Optional
equipment

Console, windshield, windshield frame,
ladder, railings, front and stern, back
support with cushion, cushion,, lantern
mast, A-Frame, fixing bracket for
sounder, console cover.

Oars

9”/270 cm

Certification

CE category D DNV-GL

Max speed

Up to 24 knots

“I was looking for a boat that was designed for
fishing, and came up with the idea that we should
build a boat based on the Pioner 17 Flexi. The end
result is a fully customised fishing boat.”
The original 17 Flexi has a console and windshield
in the middle, but Fransson needed two
windshields for maximum protection from the
wind and weather. The console has also been
moved forwards so that he now has a casting
deck in both the bow and stern. The boat also has
a raised platform he can stand on astern.
“We always compete in pairs. I fish right at the
back and my brother at the front. There’s lots of
space in the new boat – it’s really great!”
The Pioner was an easy choice: Fransson
previously owned a smaller Pioner that he
converted into a fishing boat and knows how
seaworthy these boats are.
“The Pioner boats are extremely seaworthy. They
are very robust, yet lightweight and can be pulled

up onto rocks and beaches alike. What’s more,
the plastic is environmentally friendly, which is
important.”
In competitions, it’s important to get out to the
best fishing spots quickly, and the Pioner 17 Flexi
is light and agile, quickly getting up to speed.

Crème de la crème
The 46-year-old started fishing when he was
three. Five years ago, he formed a partnership
with Swedish company Zalt, which develops lures.
Together with his brother, Fransson has enjoyed
great success, including 12th place in a field
of 540 in Sportfish Masters, Sweden’s biggest
fishing competition.
“2020 is set to be an exciting season with the
new boat. Match fishing is massive in Sweden,
with prizes to match. In May, I’m taking part in a
competition where the winner will scoop a prize of
a cool million Swedish kroner.”

Any tips for the hobby fisherman?
Fransson is happy to share fishing tips with
fellow competitors and hobby fishermen alike. His
biggest catch to date is a pike that weighed in at
13.9 kilos.

Follow Micke Fransson on Instagram:
@mickefransson_zalt and Facebook to see
what happened when he put his customised
Pioner to test the in competitions.

“Be patient! Do your homework and get to know
the waters – what colours and sizes do you need
on the lure? It’s easier to catch fish when you have
a sense of the sea’s characteristics. But when
all is said and done, it comes down to time. Cast,
draw in, cast, draw in, etc. I’ve spent thousands of
hours fishing and a lot of time waiting for the really
big catches, and it’s worth every single second!”

Colour
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PIONER 14 ACTIVE FISHER
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PIONER 13

FOR CAREFREE BOATING
Sturdy, stable and user-friendly – the Pioner 13
makes boat ownership easy. New boat owners and
experienced boaters alike appreciate its excellent
seagoing characteristics. Suitable for smaller
four-stroke engines, this model can also be used as
a rowing boat.
The spacious standard model has ample room for
four people. Luggage, equipment and the fuel tank
can be placed in two lockable storage
compartments.
Optional extras include railings and cushions.

Weight

155 Kg

Length x width

393 cm x 155 cm

Max occupants

4

Max HP / KW

8/6

Shaft length

Short

Optional
equipment

Railings, set of cushions.

Oars

8”/240 cm (standard equipment)

Certification

CE-category D DNV-GL

Max speed

Up to 10 knots

Colour
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PIONER 13

PIONER 12 MAXI

RUGGED, SAFE AND BUILT TO LAST
The Pioner 12 Maxi is a modern, safe and versatile boat.
It is self-draining, has a simple design, and is very
stable and rugged. Pioner is a market leader in
rotationally moulded design, and the new Pioner 12
Maxi takes this construction method to new heights.
The boat’s double hull makes it extremely safe, and
full contact between the deck and hull ensures a more
rigid and robust vessel.
The boat can accommodate four people, and a high
freeboard keeps everyone on board comfortable and
dry. The longitudinal thwart is designed for optimum
rowing performance. This model has a standard seat/
storage box in the stern with space for a 24-litre fuel
tank.
The finish and design are modern, with small, finely
moulded details such as cup holders, grips and solid
rope cleats.
Whether your cottage is located by a mountain lake
or by the sea, you and your family will love the Pioner
12 Maxi for its user-friendly versatility. Take it out for a
spin, pop over to the village shop, go swimming or
fishing, or explore the islands and skerries.

Weight

160 kg

Length x width

381 cm x 165 cm

Max occupants

4

Max HP / KW

15 / 11,2

Shaft length

Long

Optional
equipment

Ladder, grab rails front and back, lantern
mast, A-frame, steering advice, cushion set,
oars, fixing bracket for sounder.

Oars

9”/270 cm

Certification

CE category D DNV-GL

Max speed

Up to 20 knots

Colour
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PIONER 12 MAXI
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PIONER 10 CLASSIC

A FUN, EASY-TO-USE,
WELL-BUILT BOAT
The new Pioner 10 Classic is a smart, safe boat
which is easy to control and manoeuvre – perfect for
children and adults alike.
This modern, solidly built model is self-draining, has
a simple design and is fun to row. The Pioner 10
Classic feels very safe and is suitable for use in a
variety of conditions by both younger and more
experienced boaters. The boat will accommodate
three people and is certified for use with a 9.9 bhp
engine.
The Pioner 10 Classic is practical, user-friendly and
robust. The finish and design are modern, with small,
finely moulded details such as cup holders, grips and
solid rope cleats. This model makes a great towing
dinghy and is perfect for use at the cottage, be it on
the coast or by a mountain lake.
Pioner, a market leader in rotationally moulded
design, has taken construction and production to
new heights with this brand new model.
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Weight

120 Kg

Length x width

323 cm x 147 cm

Max occupants

3

Max HP / KW

9,9 / 7,3

Shaft length

Short

Optional
equipment

Ladder, grab rails front and back,
lantern mast, steering advice, console,
cushions, A-frame, oars, fixing bracket
for sounder.

Oars

8”/240 cm

Certification

CE category D DNV-GL

Max speed

Up to 18 knots

Colour

PIONER 10 CLASSIC
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PIONER 8 MINI

PIONER TRIO

THE ENJOYABLE, SOCIABLE
WAY TO KEEP FIT
Anyone who has used a pedalo before will know
that they are suitable for every occasion: from
sunbathing and relaxation to games and sport,
for children and adults, families and friends.
That holiday feeling is never far away in a
pedalo. They are often to be found for hire on
beaches and at leisure parks, campsites and
other tourist spots. But what about owning one
yourself?

THE PERFECT SMALL TENDER OR
STARTER BOAT

Enjoy the quietness of a gentle walk, let the
youngsters play and swim, or use it for a sociable workout. The choice is yours.
With its high-quality, Norwegian-built products,
Pioner has been one of Europe’s largest pedalo
manufacturers over the years.

The Pioner 8 Mini has an impressive variety of uses.
Put it on the car roof rack and be ready to take to
the water wherever you go. Use it as a tender to get
to and from another boat, tow it, or let your children
learn good boating habits in this sturdy model.
The Pioner 8 Mini is easy to row and is capable of
a fair speed with a small engine. Longitudinal seats
provide a comfortable place to sit, and the oars can
be secured with straps during towing.

A MODERN TAKE ON AN
OLD FAVOURITE
Photography: Raymond Aaserud

A fun pedalo with a difference, the Pioner Trio brings
the whole family together for shared activities. It has
an attractive, modern finish and can seat up to five
people. Two of the seats can be folded down and
made into a sunbed, and you can retrofit a bathing
ladder. The Trio is self-draining.

Weight

54 Kg

Length x width

242 cm x 134 cm

Max occupants

2

Max HP / KW

3,5 / 2,6

Weight

175 Kg

Shaft length

Short

Length x width

375 cm x 190 cm

Oars

6”/180 cm (standard equipment)

Max occupants

5

Certification

CE category D DNV-GL

Optional
equipment

Ladder, Boarding railings

Knots

Colour
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(on request)
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PIONER 8 MINI

Photography: Raymond Aaserud
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Colours

MARBLE WHITE
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PIONER RED

LIME

PINK

ORANGE
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BENEFITS OF PIONER BOATS:
•+
•+
•+
•+
•+

Errors and omissions excepted.

•+
•+
•+
•+

Very robust
Strong material
Recyclable
Made in Norway

FIND YOUR DEALER:
www.pionerboat.com

Tenk Kommunikasjon // tenkkom.no
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Longevity
Minimal maintenance
High quality
Safe
Stable

